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Gambling, poker, and card-playing in general are popular topics for musicians to sing about. There are many songs by famous bands and musicians that write songs about cards, songs about poker, songs about casinos, or songs about gambling. 





TOP 10




Music in Casinos




Popular Songs about Gambling






Below, we will share many of these songs, along with some information about casino music, both in person and online.




Top 10 Gambling-themed Songs




The following list is of the most popular and well-known songs that are about gambling.  These are great songs to listen to if you want to get “in the mood” for gambling.  




They come from all different genres, so there is sure to be something there to spark some interest for everyone.









	“The Gambler” by Kenny Rogers






This song, released in November of 1978, has become Kenny Rogers’ signature song over the years. He was not the songwriter, or the original artist recording the song, but his country version is what became popular. The song, “The Gambler” tells the story of a meeting between two men on a train late at night. The narrator meets with someone called ‘the gambler,’ and asks for advice. The advice given by the gambler is all given in gambling-related phrases.
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	“Poker Face” by Lady Gaga






Even though this song hasn’t been around as long as some of the others on this list, it was released in September of 2008, it is one of the most commonly recognized songs with gambling themes. The majority of the lyrics of the song have to do with sexual innuendo and gambling. One of the overarching themes of the song is of love as a card game.
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	“The Winner Takes it All” by ABBA






This song by Swedish pop group ABBA was released as the first single from the group’s 1980 album Super Trouper. The gambling reference ‘the winner takes it all’ is referring to the end of a relationship in this case. The songwriter used it to reflect the feelings of his divorce from his wife, although the actual words of the song are fiction.


[image: The Winner Takes it All by ABBA]









	“Viva Las Vegas” by Elvis Presley






This popular song may not be about gambling specifically, but it is perhaps the most classic Vegas song. Elvis Presley released this song in 1964. Even though he never actually performed the song live, it has been frequently covered by singers and bands of all genres. The lyrics of the song focus on the city of Las Vegas itself, as well as the gambling that goes on there at all hours of the day and night.
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	“Crazy Game of Poker” by O.A.R.






While this song may not be as well-known as some of the other classics on this list, it is perhaps the most about gambling.  Released by O.A.R. on their album The Wanderer, the song literally describes the details of a game of poker that is particularly exciting.


[image: Crazy Game of Poker by O.A.R.]









	“Tumbling Dice” by The Rolling Stones






The lyrics for “Tumbling Dice” by The Rolling Stones were written by Mick Jagger, the band’s lead singer and guitarist. He mentions that he came up with the idea for the song while sitting and speaking to his housekeeper about gambling. She described a game of dice that she liked to play, and the lyrics blossomed from their conversation.
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	“Ace of Spades” by Motorhead






“Ace of Spades” is the title track to the album Ace of Spades by heavy metal band, Motorhead.  The songwriter describes using many gambling metaphors from both cards and dice to get his point across. Phrases like “seven or eleven,” “pushing up the ante,” and “read ‘em and weep” are all used to relate to gambling.
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	“When You’re Hot, You’re Hot” by Jerry Reed






This popular song, released in 1971, details an illegal game of craps that is being playing in a secluded back alley. The singer wins a few games in a row before the police come and arrest them all for illegally gambling. The rest of the song describes the court proceedings for the punishment and what ensues.
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	“Shape of My Heart” by Sting






In this song, Sting sings about card playing and gambling, but in a different way. The car player that he sings about is not interested in winning, but is more interested in the laws of chance. He is also particularly interested in the idea of showing no emotion during poker.


[image: Shape of My Heart by Sting]









	“Go Down Gambling” by Blood Sweat and Tears






The last song on our list is by Blood Sweat and Tears. The theme of the song is to keep betting on yourself and to keep trying. “Go Down Gambling” means to never give up.


[image: Go Down Gambling by Blood Sweat and Tears]









Famous Musicians With a Love of Gambling




Many famous musicians have notably enjoyed gambling.  A number of them are avid card players and play games from this selection of real money online casino sites, while others are drawn to the games of chance that Las Vegas offers. Here are just a few famous musicians who enjoy gambling.




Lemmy Kilmister




Lemmy of Motorhead fame was a huge fan of gambling, especially playing poker. Throughout their careers, the musician has often made poker references in the lyrics of their songs. At the same time, some of these footnotes are simply references to gambling. He didn’t just love card games. He was also a huge fan of playing the slot machines. The Motorhead legend would spend hours in Las Vegas, sometimes staking a lot of money on a machine.
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P Diddy




P Diddy is known for his performance of popular hits from the world of hip hop music and known for his passion, extravagance, and ability to play blackjack. Diddy is a skilled professional Blackjack player. He says he often frequents the casinos with fellow superstars and good friends.




Nelly




Nelly is one of the most famous rappers. A Grammy winning pioneer of pop-rap and hip-hop. Nelly is a superstar who has collaborated with some of the world’s biggest names in music, including Justin Timberlake and Akon. However, he added to his list of achievements with the help of gambling as well. In particular, Nelly is a good poker player. This is confirmed by his participation in the World Series of Poker, which is not the only tournament of this scale.




Music that is Often Played in Casinos




When choosing music to play at a casino, the owners consider a few things.  First, they want to create a relaxing atmosphere that draws in gamblers and makes people want to stay for a long period of time.  




Second, they want the music that they choose to run continuously, so that there is never a break in the music. 
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A break or quiet moment between songs gives gamblers a chance to realize how long they have been playing.  Lastly, those choosing music for a casino do not want the music to overpower the sounds of winning in the casino.  




The casino wants everyone to hear cheering, coins from slot machines, wheels spinning, and more to encourage playing.




With these things in mind, casino owners typically choose to play some type of smooth jazz.  This type of music fades into the background and creates a comfortable and welcoming ambiance for people to come in and stay for a while. This type of music does not have lyrics, but is still rhythmic and enticing.









Many users complain that online casinos do not play consistent music, so this may be something that changes in the near future.
















How to Choose The Right Music For Your Casino Party




A Casino Party or themed party gives you a unique theme that’s fun and easy to produce. It’s great for any event, from a fundraiser to a birthday party, and it’s a blast for the guests.




There are many great ideas to choose from to allow you to mix and mingle with your guests. Dress to impress. Of course, this goes for you and your guests. You’ll need the right accessories, too, and realistic casino party supplies shouldn’t be hard to get.




If there is one thing we’ve learned over the years hosting parties, it’s that music makes the mood. Any casino theme party wouldn’t be complete without the appropriate music background, and its selections are essential for creating the right atmosphere.
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To achieve this, follow these rules:




	Decide on a theme for your party. It should match your music. It makes no sense for an old-school, Vegas-style event to go with modern, Deep House music. Instead, it would be best if you prefer an artist such as Frank Sinatra.
	It is worth considering the age and status of those attending. To do this, pay attention to the lyrics of the songs.
	The tempo and mood of the game is one factor that actively influences the playlist. For example, you should use appropriate music for a more gambling and driving evening. Conversely, for a more relaxed event, include some classical music.





To help you find the perfect music for partying with friends, we provide the playlist that go with your mood.




Full List of Popular Songs about Gambling




	“The Gambler” by Kenny Rogers
	“Poker Face” by Lady Gaga
	“The Winner Takes it All” by ABBA
	“Viva Las Vegas” by Elvis Presley
	‘Crazy Game of Poker” by O.A.R.
	“Tumbling Dice” by The Rolling Stones
	“Ace of Spades” by Motorhead
	“When You’re Hot, You’re Hot” by Jerry Reed
	“Shape of My Heart” by Sting
	“Go Down Gambling” by Blood Sweat and Tears
	“Waking Up in Vegas” by Katy Perry
	“Gambling Man” by The Overtones
	“You Got Lucky” by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
	“Luck be a Lady” by Frank Sinatra
	“Double of Nothing” by Kenny Loggins
	“Four Little Diamonds” by ELO
	“Jackpot” by 311
	“Aces High” by Iron Maiden
	“Loser” by Grateful Dead
	“Blackjack” by Ray Charles










Frequently Asked Questions
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What Songs Do Poker Players Listen To?




It is common for poker players to listen to music that pumps them up and gets them prepared for playing.  Many well-known poker players like to listen to heavy metal or rock music to give them energy and focus for gambling. They do not tend to listen to poker songs or songs about gambling.




What Music Did Rambling with Gambling Play?




The Rambling with Gambling talk show, hosted by John Gambling, was early in the morning. The first ten minutes or so of the show was dedicated to news, and then a musical transition was made into the rest of the talk show. 




Since it was the morning, upbeat and happy songs were always played for this transition to cheer up and wake up its listeners.  An example of this type of song is “Zip-a-Dee-Do-Dah.”




Are There Any Music Videos Where the Guy is Gambling?




Since “The Gambler” by Kenny Rogers is one of the most popular gambling songs, it makes sense that the music video for the song also contains a man gambling. 




The more recent song “Live Your Life” by Rihanna and T.I. features a man gambling in a casino and rolling the dice with his friends.




Another popular music video that features a man gambling is the video for the song “Gambling Man” by The Overtones.




Recent posts
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Whats This Song“What’s this song?” is a question all of us asked lots of times. Have you ever been in a situation where you just can’t recognize a song that you hear playing despite all your efforts? Or maybe you listen to it for the first time and want to know the artist’s name and title.

	[image: Best mobile games worth trying out in 2019]
Best mobile games worth trying outWhether you have just recently bought a new mobile device or are simply looking for some new games, we have compiled a list of the best mobile games you have to download now! Our selection spans various game types, ensuring that no matter your gaming preference, there’s something to catch your interest. And for those
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How to become a game developer: step-by-step guideGames are no simple thing. Creating them is even less so. The development process requires dedication, imagination, countless hours of effort and a lot of actual knowledge about coding. The question of how to become a game developer is a complex one, but there is an easy way to break it down intelligently so you
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Top 10 GadgetsIn 2019, we have a lot of new things to look forward to in gadgetry and electronics. There are a few gadgets for relaxation and entertainment, while others will be useful to culinary experts, campers, and travelers alike. Aiming to make our life simpler and better.
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Tetris DSTetris: the game that needs no introduction. Unfortunately, we’ve just given it one, thus making this whole first paragraph redundant. On the plus side, it’s nearly over so we can get on with the important business of sizing up Nintendo‘s latest reworking of the classic puzzler, Tetris DS. For the uninitiated – and if that’s
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